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Mikroelektronik Centret (MIC), Danmarks Tekniske Universitet, Lyngby, Denmark
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A laser direct-write process has been applied to structure silicon on a nanometer scale. I
process, a silicon substrate, placed in a chlorine ambience, is locally heated above its melting
by a continuous-wave laser and translated by high-resolution direct-current motor stages. On
molten silicon reacts spontaneously with the molecular chlorine, resulting in trenches with the w
of the laser-generated melt. Trenches have been etched with a width of less than 70 nm. To e
the functional dependence of the melt size on absorbed power, the calculations based on a two
steady state heat model are presented, taking the temperature-dependent thermal conductivi
optical parameters into account. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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Writing structures directly into silicon is interesting fo
applications, in which a high resolution and a high degree
flexibility are wanted. Many direct-write processes have
disadvantage of long processing times and limited proc
ranges, if they operate at high resolution. Silicon can
etched directly with volumetric removal rates of more th
104 mm3/s at submicrometer resolution by producing a lo
melt, which is reacted with molecular chlorine gas.1 This
etch process is highly selective and isotropic because
molten regions are being removed. The crystalline silic
reacts negligibly with the molecular chlorine even at
evated temperatures.2

Using a tightly focused laser beam to generate the
con melt, its size can be reduced into the nanometer reg
by decreasing the total absorbed power. Structures ca
etched with features in the range of tens of nanometers
translation of the substrate, which supports optimum be
quality and large access range.

Our experimental setup3 consists of a continuous-wav
argon ion laser with an UV option, high quality UV optic
for beam expansion, an acousto-optic modulator for inten
modulation, and a reflective objective with a numerical a
erture of 0.5 for focusing. The objective, which is adjust
for infinite conjugate ratio and a 1 mmthick quartz window,
generates a diffraction-limited spot with a diameter of ab
600 nm for 488 nm light. Instead of deflecting the beam
lightweight process chamber is translated byX/Y high-
resolution direct-current motor stages. Internal encoders
sure accurate positioning and scanning with a bidirectio
repeatability of 25 nm over a travel range of 100 mm us
scan speeds up to 100 mm/s. Position information is p
vided through a direct axis interface and is used for on-t
fly beam switching. The focus is displaced by an equival
Z stage. The interference pattern generated by front and b
side reflection of a quartz plate is used to optimize the c
limation of the incident and reflected beam, ensuring an
timum focus. All optical and stage components are moun
on vibration-damped tables and holders. Chlorine and ni
gen are led through flexible Teflon tubes and regulated b
mass flow controller/valve system. A CCD camera monit
the etch process in real time through the focusing object

a!Electronic mail: matthias@mic.dtu.dk
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The silicon substrates used for etching are untreated wa
fers with the native oxide unremoved. They are loaded into
the process chamber which is purged by dry nitrogen. During
the etching process, the chamber is filled with about 400
mbar of molecular chlorine without buffer gas. Most of the
experiments are carried out at a wavelength of 488 nm to
avoid absorption in the chlorine gas. At the 351 nm Ar line,
chlorine molecules absorb and dissociate efficiently, which
causes unwanted spontaneous etching of the surface in th
high pressure regime. Above a threshold power density, cor
responding to an incident total power of about 250 mW,
melting occurs in a small fraction of the spot, indicated by a
strong reflection due to the higher reflectivity of silicon
above the melting point.

Using 488 nm light, single trenches have been etched
with a width of less than 70 nm and a corresponding depth of
up to 10 nm~Fig. 1!. The radius of curvature between side-
wall and surface is less than 20 nm for these trenches, which
is the radius of the tip used for the atomic force microscopy
~AFM! images.

In general, process parameters follow the trends found
for larger melt sizes.1 The reaction rate isnot transport-
limited even at higher pressures, because of the small proces

FIG. 1. AFM image of a laser-etched trench in bulk silicon, which is about
60 nm wide and 6 nm deep. The insert displays the cross-sectional sca
marked in the AFM image.
3001/3001/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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area. The trench depth scales sublinearly with chlorine p
sure and exposure time~Fig. 2!, the width is mainly a func-
tion of absorbed power. Experimentally, the trench width
limited by vibrations and intensity fluctuations. Vibration
such as acoustic noise are picked up by the positioning
tem. Fluctuations in absorbed power can be due to insta
ties of the optical system or due to surface inhomogeneit
Interference effects at the surface structures, such as tren
or scratches, are observed for linearly polarized light a
attributed to the well-known ‘‘ripple’’ phenomenon.4,5 For a
polarization perpendicular to the scan direction, para
trenches with a spacing of about one wavelength are
tained for high laser powers. Because our spot size is of
order of the laser wavelength, we can adjust the total po
that only one interference maximum has the necessary po
for melting. This effect can actually be used to enhance
resolution.

Since trench features such as the radius between side
and surface and the surface roughness in the trench are o
even smaller scale, it is assumed that the melt size is lim
by technical restrictions and that it can be reduced further
decreasing the spot size, damping vibrations, surface cle
ing, and stabilization of the laser output. Some of the
nanoscale features can be applied by accurate positionin
trenches. 40 nm thin walls have been etched by etch
trenches with close spacing~Fig. 3!. An array of sharp tips
has been produced by scanning inX andY direction. This
close spacing of etched structures requires a consideratio
the lateral heat confinement. Trenches broaden significa
in a dense configuration.

In order to determine the minimum possible size of
melt generated by a focused laser beam, we apply a solu
of the heat equation and take the temperature-dependen
tical and thermal parameters of the two phases into acco
Optical and thermal parameters of silicon change profoun
at higher temperatures and at the phase transition.6,7 The sud-
den increase of reflectivity at the melting point is the mo

FIG. 2. Experimentally determined etch rate as a function of chlorine p
sure and scan speed for reaction zones smaller than 500 nm. The etc
has been calculated as trench depth over exposure time, which is tr
width over scan speed. The etch rate increases with chlorine pressure w
power of 0.4~lines! and decreases with exposure time, indicated by hig
etch rates for higher scan speeds.
3002 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 22, 29 May 1995
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critical condition because it can inhibit the formation of a
small melt. If one assumes steady state conditions, the he
equation can be written as

¹@k~T!¹T#5Q. ~1!

k(T) is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity,T
the temperature, andQ the generation term. The
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity is eliminated b
introducing a linearized temperature8,9

u~T!5u~T0!1E
T0

T k~T8!

k~T0!
dT8. ~2!

T0 is the substrate temperature far away from the generatio
area. This linearization is most interesting for cases in which
the back transformation can be done analytically. A fit to
experimental data revealsk(T);T21 below the melting
pointTm .

8 Above the melting point,T(u) can be derived by
inverting Eq.~2!, assuming a constant thermal conductivity
k(Tm);

T~u!5Tk1~T02Tk!exp@u/~T02Tk!#~u<u~Tm!!,
~3!

T~u!5Tm1k~T0!/k~Tm!@u2u~Tm!#~u.u~Tm!!.

The experimental thermal conductivity can be fit with
Tk599 K. After the problem has been reduced to Poisson’s
equation,¹2u5Q/k(T0), the generation term has to be sim-
plified. Since the absorption coefficient of silicon is high at
the melting temperature, the generation can be restricted
the surface atz50. The solution for a Gaussian beam profile
is then given by8

u5A2/p3
P~12R!

k~T0!v0
E
0

`

~11u2!21

3expF22/v0
2S x21y2

11u2
1
z2

u2D Gdu. ~4!

P is the total incident power andv0 the laser spot radius.
However, the effect of a temperature-dependent reflectivity
has to be included iteratively. The functional dependence o
the reflectivity on temperature below the melting point has
been extracted from experiments.8 Above the melting point,

res-
h rate
ench
ith a
her

FIG. 3. SEM picture of laser-etched trenches with a width of 250 nm and a
spacing of 300 nm. Thin walls are left with a width of 50 nm at the surface
and a height of about 100 nm.
Müllenborn, Dirac, and Petersen
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the reflectivity is determined by the metallic behavior of liq
uid silicon. It follows the curve predicted for an ideal elec
tron gas;6,10

R~T!50.32414.031025T

~T<1000 K!,

R~T!50.58424.831024T12.631027T2

~1000 K,T<1685 K!,

~5!

R~T!50.54213.131024T21.331027T2

~T.1685 K!.

The discontinuous increase of reflectivity at the meltin
point generates an instable region at the boundary of
melt. A slight change in temperature results in a large var
tion of absorbed power. Since the temperature in this reg
is very close to the melting temperature, the actual extent
the melt is strongly influenced by local disturbances a
second-order contributions to the energy balance. The imp

FIG. 4. Radius of a laser-induced silicon melt as a function of incide
power. For a given spot radiusv0 , minimum and maximum melt radii can
be calculated as a function of power by an analytical model~lines!. Trench
widths as determined from cross-sectional SEM pictures~symbols! for two
different scan speeds lie in the region of possible melt sizes of a 0.7mm spot
~hatched region!.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 22, 29 May 1995
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of latent heat and heat of formation on the local meltin
process can only be assessed by a full time-dependent
merical simulation. However, the minimum and maximum
possible extent of the melt is obtained by using the reflecti
ity of liquid and solid silicon at the melting temperature
respectively. The melt size as a function of laser power an
spot size can be determined by inverting the analytical rel
tion ~4!. The minimum and maximum melt sizes and thei
difference decrease monotonously with laser power~Fig. 4!,
showing no absolute minimum according to the analytica
model. Experiments, in which the width of laser-etche
trenches was determined by cross-sectional scanning elect
micrographs~SEM!, confirm the relation between melt size
and laser power~Fig. 4!. In the best fit, which is obtained for
a spot radius of 0.7mm, most trench widths fall into the
region between minimum and maximum calculated melt e
tents.

In conclusion, trenches with a width of less than 100 nm
have been etched directly into silicon by a laser direct-writ
process. The resolution of this process is determined by t
extent of a local melt, which can be reduced to a minimum
by reducing the total absorbed power. Although even small
melt sizes are predicted by a heat model, the resolution
experimentally limited by intensity fluctuations and vibra
tions.
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